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A letter from our Executive Director:
Greetings and welcome to the first edition of our new newsletter, the DROP!
First and foremost thank you for making 2013 a wonderful year so far. With your partnership, we continue to ignite
more hope and transformation around the world. As the number of iLEAP graduates grows, there are new and
exciting opportunities to identify and strengthen regional networking hubs for the iLEAP community. In February,
we convened all of our graduates from Central America for a two-day retreat in Guatemala. Three groups of iLEAP
graduates–13 women leaders–came together to share their stories of leadership and change, and to deepen the
interpersonal relationships that sustain their work. In May, we traveled to Japan and brought together the graduates
of our Social Innovation Forum: Japan and witnessed the exciting social transformation taking place in Japan led
by our 40 graduates. The emergence of these national and regional networks of change leaders is very promising and
we are investing even more time into building and sustaining their growth. Later in 2013, we plan to also gather
graduates in Africa and South and Southeast Asia to advance network building in those regions as well.
Apart from the continued growth of our programming, perhaps the most striking change is our new logo and brand.
Our brand mark represents the idea that our smaller parts equal a larger whole. The circles in the logo remind us
that as a member of the iLEAP global community, you are an integral component. You contribute to the ideas,
individuals, voices and communities that come together to equal change, transformation, and a larger global
community. You contribute to the ripples of change that follow our graduates and participants. So, thank you for
being a part of our work and allowing us to embrace this design in such meaningful ways!
Keeping you connected to iLEAP’s work is a priority and I am excited to report that very soon we will also be
unveiling a new website. The new website will make it easier for you to stay up-to-date, connect with iLEAP and
connect with our graduates and read stories about their inspiring work leading change in their home communities.
In global community,

Britt Yamamoto

Your support
inspires social
innovation in Japan!
Photo: Social Innovation in Seattle for Young Professionals

You are part of a global community that impacts thousands of lives around
the globe. Your support has allowed iLEAP to make social innovation in
Japan and Seattle more impactful than ever.
NEW PROGRAM:
In April, iLEAP launched a new program aimed at young working
professionals: Social Innovation in Seattle for Young Professionals (YP). Six
young professionals from Japan came to Seattle for 1 week to explore
social innovation, reflect on their own personal career path and goals,
and experience how local young professionals, businesses and nonprofits
in Seattle engage change. The shorter time period of YP complements
our longer programs offered throughout the year. If you would like to
connect with our YP participants during their time in Seattle, please
email info@iLEAP.org.

SOCIAL INNOVATION FORUM:
In May, iLEAP brought together the graduates of our Social Innovation
Forum: Japan (SIFJ) for activities focused on reconnection and to establish
new relationships across cohorts. Two years after the devastation of the
Great Tohoku earthquake, while the challenges remain large in Japan,
there is reason for hope and optimism as our 40 iLEAP SIFJ graduates
continue to lead change and innovation throughout the country. The May
trip also involved social leaders from Seattle who joined Japanese Delegates
for a rich cross-pollination and dialogue about social change and leadership.
The SIFJ is the collective creation of hundreds of supporters and
contributors from all over the United States and Japan, and it represents a
powerful response to the events of March 11, 2011: together we can
re-imagine and re-create the future of Tohoku and Japan.

BETTY KAGORO, 2009 iLEAP Fellow, UGANDA
First, I want to thank all of you who support iLEAP and
make it such a wonderful community and powerful
program. Through my experience in iLEAP, I have much
more clarity about my passion in life--to empower young
people to make positive choices that will enable them to
live powerful, productive lives. In Uganda, many young
people do not see that they have the capacity to build their
dreams and strengthen their communities. I started Teen
Empowerment Uganda (TEU) to provide a space where
young people can interact, discuss topics such as
“changing bodies” and HIV/AIDS with peers and allow
them to see themselves as vital community members.

Uganda. Here, compliance issues can limit room for
innovation and creativity and I have to think around
obstacles. I would love to partner more with U.S. based
organizations with similar missions to learn from their
experiences, adopt what is relevant and customize to our
own setting.
I am determined to make TEU a model organization in
Uganda and to have the programs available to all youth.
To help gain traction, I have this idea of starting a
Marching Band with the youth to not only give them a
powerful new way to interact, but to draw attention and
rally the entire community around youth empowerment.

What I learned during the iLEAP program is that it is
important to make an organization sustainable and to
market TEU’s mission. I have been so grateful for the
ideas, moral support, technical and strategic guidance
that I have received from iLEAP so far. I have also realized
that I have to adapt what I have learned to the setting in

Hopefully, someday soon, we will
be able to play you a song.

Future Hope:

Future Hope:

Build a center where
teens can interact and
100’s more can
participate.

15 TEENS

participated in
“one-on-one counseling”
to address social stigmas
associated with HIV/AIDS

Start a teen Marching
Band as a positive activity
and as a marketing tool to
create awareness.

12+

volunteer/service
learning projects to
improve community
sanitation and hygiene

6 schools

127 Teens

Participated in TEU mentoring
programs
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participated in “changing
bodies” peer group talk
(talking about sexual
issues in Uganda is taboo,
so these talks allowed
Teens to gain proper
understanding of why and
how their bodies grow)

participated in TEU’s Basic
Needs Assessment to help
identify critical factors
that limit success such as
student lack of self esteem,
poor parenting, poor
nutrition, and cases of
abusive/negative teachers

100’s

1 Office
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of parents, teachers and
administrators coming
together positively to support
youth empowerment.
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3 Volunteer Staff

who are learning important
organizational development skills
through Betty’s leadership

which allowed for more credibility,
visibility, and physical space

Future Hope:
7 Board Members

with iLEAP director Britt Yamamoto
and Japanese Ambassador
Mr. Kazuo Minagawa as members

To grow TEU and become a model
organization for 100’s more teenage
empowerment programs in all of
Uganda and to achieve sustainability.

2 Partnerships

with Ugandan Organizations
In Movement and Straight
Talk Foundation

Lidieth Alvarez, 2011 iLEAP Fellow, Nicaragua
I had no idea how much iLEAP would change me, inspire
me, and allow me to grow in ways that I could not imagine. It
was during my time in the iLEAP program that my passion
to empower youth in my community really developed.

international tourists. The development of luxury hotels
and homes for foreigners created tension between
community members, hotel managers, and tourists.
Parents worried that the youth were losing traditional
values when they were exposed to foreign influences. My
objective is to work with the youth in our community to
build pride in our traditional values, keep our town clean,
and become aware of the opportunities a good education
provides. I also wanted to ease tension between the
community and hotel managers so I helped a negotiation in
which one hotel agreed to build a new library in my town.

Through iLEAP, I became a
member of a community of support
and sharing that really helped me
see what is possible.

I am very proud of my community and I thank all of you
who support iLEAP and make it possible for people like
me to gain the reflection, knowledge, and network that
leads to positive change.

After completing the iLEAP fellowship, I worked hard to
apply for a grant money and founded Formación Fénix, a
program for youth with a focus on education, environmentalism, and cultural preservation. I am from a town
situated in a beautiful coastal area in the Rivas state. It is
an area that, in recent years, has become very popular for

Photo: A Formación Fénix teen displaying a pair of recycled litter earrings.

Future Hope:
Create more
scholarships for local
youth and increase the
number of participants
in Formación Fénix.

Future Hope:

7 University
Scholarships

created for youth from
Limon, Rivas Nicaragua

16 Youth
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new books and several
computers purchased
for ONE new library

M

participated in Formación
Fénix in 2012

A

2,000

Bring more opportunities
for locals to open businesses
by partnering with banks
and organizations that
distribute microcredit.

of visitors and tourists from
neighboring communities
attended 7 community
cultural events organized by
Formación Fénix youth

1000’s

of pieces of plastic litter
collected to produce 100’s
of fashionable bags and
earrings made by Formación
Fénix participants which
generated funds for the
group and cleaned up
the environment.

100’s

3 Programs

created for Formación Fénix
youth focusing on Education,
Environment, and Culture
to bring pride, awareness and
opportunity to local youth

13 Central American

iLEAP graduates gathered in Guatemala
to build community and networks
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of families enjoy a new
community park created by
collaboration with tourists
and Formación Fénix
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6 educational

excursions to museums and
cultural sites for Formación Fénix
youth to help broaden worldviews
and motivate learning.

Future Hope:

Build Formación Fénix into a sustainable organization with youth leadership,
strengthen networks with iLEAP graduates in Central America and consult and
mentor new and emerging community leaders to start their own initiatives.

Postcard from Honduras

Homestay host visits iLEAP fellow in “the most beautiful city in the world”
In early June, Seattle University Professor and iLEAP Homestay Host Audrey Hudgins traveled to Honduras to visit Joany Garcia, the International
Fellow she hosted in 2012.

Greetings!

June 9, 2013

I’ve just spent the last five days with Joany in San Pedro Sula –the most beautiful
city in the world! Joany’s family is wonderful and it has been great to get to know
them all...and there’s alot of them! Her work is going well. She is working as an
independent consultant now and recently gave a presentation to representatives
of the World Bank connected with work she’s doing to craft part of the policy on
HIV/AIDS. This policy will be implemented by the new government after the
election. Great stuff! She says that iLEAP helped her have the courage to take
the leap into the consulting world after the organization she was working for lost
a substantial portion of its funding.
I hope all is well in Seattle. Thanks for creating the iLEAP homestay experience.
I wouldn’t be where I am today without it!
Regards,
Audrey
Photo: Audrey Hudgins and Joany Garcia
Photo: Jim Gore and Susan Dittig with 2010 Fellow from Nicaragua

INSPIRE a social leader
and IGNITE social change
Host an iLEAP International
Fellow in your home this Fall!
• Choose to host for 4 WEEKS or 8 WEEKS
• September 30–November 22nd, 2013
• Email info@iLEAP.org for more info

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
If you are interested in:
• Hosting an International Fellow this Fall
• Internship
• Volunteering
• Hosting a Site Visit
• Additional Information

STAY TUNED: iLEAP website
is getting a fresh new look!
Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook and Twitter
for news and updates:
iLEAP
iLEAPglobal

Email info@iLEAP.org or call (206) 588-5327

4649 Sunnyside Ave N, Ste 400
Seattle, WA 98103

P: 206-588- LEAP(5327)
E: info@iLEAP.org

iLEAP.org

